Case Study

Diffactory and RSG Construction:

Raising the Roof for Service-based Industry Growth
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Opportunity
In an industry littered with fly-by-night companies and half-finished
jobs, RSG Construction has positioned itself as an industry leader in
just 3 years by providing customers with excellent customer service and
exceptional value. Started by Eric Herman in 2014, RSG Construction
is one of the most sought-after roofing companies in the Kansas City
northland area.
When founder Eric Herman decided to launch his business in 2014,
he knew he would need a solid online presence and a way to provide
potential clients an easy method to booking consultations, as well as
multiple opportunities for customer contact both during and after the
roofing project was complete.

Solution
To create this multi-step marketing tool, the RSG Construction CEO
Eric Herman hired marketing consulting firm Diffactory to assist with
the creation and execution of the website. Eric chose Diffactory
because of their reputation for being willing to think creatively to
determine unique solutions, dedication to meeting timelines, and
ability to deliver sites that were visually pleasing and user-friendly. Eric
trusted the experience and creativity of the Diffactory team.
Comprehensive, Easy-to-use Web Platform
Diffactory created an interactive web-based platform that allowed for
explanation of services, training, education, daily task management,
credential display and flexibility to make the Pendo site interact
seamlessly with the outside appraisal programs required to do
business. This project went live on the original due date, with all
deliverables being approved by Pendo as outstanding.

Results
The website provides a visually intriguing platform that shared the
unique values and processes that have become the hallmark of the
company. Customers can easily contact a representative directly
through the website. A blogging component was included, and the
client uses this medium to establish RSG’s expertise in the roofing
industry. A second site was established to acquire customers who
would typically go to a collective platform and steers them directly to
book a consultation. At the time of website launch, the company was
in pre-revenue phase, and after two years of operation stands to make
over $1.5 million in sales.
Founder Eric Herman was exceptionally pleased with the results, and a
long-term marketing partnership with the Diffactory team was formed.
Eric had this to say about the Diffactory team “Diffactory helped our
company grow from pre-revenue to a seven figure business. We trust
them with the financial health and growth of our company.”

